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Moonstone ore skyrim uesp

UESPWiki - Your source for senior scrolls from the 1995 Moonstone Relic (Legends) Moonstone is a colored ivory metal found in veins throughout Tamriel. They are commonly used, sometimes in tandem with quicksilver, to make elven armor, which has been a closely guarded secret for a long time, in Altmer
Summerset. But it is also a signature material used in Hajiti-style armor. The moonstone melts at a much higher temperature than the quicksilver, making it difficult to work with both of them together. Salt water is needed to quench the hot metal while making elven armor. Content 1 Additional info 2 Gallery 3 See also 4
Links Further information edit In the province of Cyrodiil, Elven Armor is considered one of the strongest light armor, better than miril, but weaker than glass. It was on par with black heavy armor. In Skyrim, normal elf armor is stronger than chitin and leather armor, but weaker than scalable armor. All this time the gilded
elf armor is stronger than scalable and conventional elf armor, but inferior to light steel and glass. The exquisite Moonstone is used to create armor used by the Golden Saints of the Shivering Islands, with the gold and heart of daedra. There are several artifacts made of moonstone, which include auriel's shield, the
Chillrend handle, the Crown of Nnalat, the Moroccan mask, and the Space Cores of Unknown Parts. For a long time, the moonstone was used in various Designs in the style of Hajit, namely weapons, armor, furniture and various other items. For example, wooden furniture, such as tables and beds, is made of
moonstone, next to heart wood and a regulator. Metal roasters and torches are mainly used with the latter. Tailors make Khajiit fabric with a variety of materials, it mainly uses bast, among other materials, and sometimes citrine. Different types of bottles and containers of Hajiti are made of moonstone, coinciding with
things like Bervez Juice and Frost Mirriam. Small figurines of warriors, carved from the moonstone, are placed in superstitious erccases to drive away thieves. In 2E 582 across Tamriel was in circulation a piece of rock known as the Holy Moonstone. According to local legend, he had fallen from the moons (Masser and
Second) centuries before, but no one could confirm it. It is not known if this is related to a conventional lunar stone. The ancient secret of the use of moonstone in elven armor was revealed to the world in the seventh century of the second era. When The Slave of Dunmeri, Ulvul Llaren escaped from the clutches of
nuulion's chief blacksmith, he unleashed the secrets of creating an elven armor out of utter malice. Since then, the fairy tale has been called The Betrayal of Ulvula Llaren. In Skyrim, the veins of the moonstone are located across the mountains. Some of the largest moonstone veins are found in the ruined city-state of
Mzulft and рудниках Soljund's Soljund's which is located near the eastern base of Karthspire and the River Cart. It is extremely rare on the island, Solstheim, with only one vein found on the altar of Trond. Exquisite Moonstone (Skyrim) Flan's Hajit Robes (Online) Hide Khajiit Armor (Online) Steel Khajiit Armor (Online)
For game specific information, see Skyrim, Internet, and Blade Articles. UESPWiki is your source for older scrolls from 1995 elven weapons and light armor of medium quality elements that are made using mineral lunar stone. Weapons and some armor require quicksilver as well as moonstone. The elven forging
techniques were developed by Altmer and were originally a closely guarded secret (see Light Forging Armor). The review name ID Moonstone Ore 0005ace0 1 30 Refined Moonstone 0005ad9f 1 75 Three lunar ores obtained by the extraction of lunar ore veins. One exquisite lunar stone is achieved by smelting two lunar
orators. Elwen Smithing requires 30 or more Skills Smithing. Elf armor is a light armor of the 12th level, made of exquisite moonstone, iron bars, leather and leather stripes. Elven weapon level 19 weapons made from refined moonstone, quicksilver bullion, iron bars, and leather stripes. Exquisite moonstone is also used
for forering glass weapons and armor. Mineral Sources edit in addition to the following guaranteed sources, the best random places: Exquisite moonstone can be sold by blacksmiths starting at Level 6 and common merchandise traders starting at Level 4. Lunar ore can be sold by blacksmiths and traders of common
goods, starting from the 10th level. Lunar ore can be accidentally found in the extraction of falmers, starting at level 7. There are a total of 44 veins, 6 floors, and 9 bars in guaranteed places. Some individual veins that are located outside and are not near any landmarks have been left on the following list. The Moonstone
Veins category also contains a list of places containing veins, and all the outer ore veins are shown on (map). Elven Smithing is the first branch of the Light Armor in the Smithing Skill Tree. Unlocking requires Smithing's skill of at least 30, and Steel Smithing's prep must have already been unlocked. Elwen Smithing
allows you to create elven armor, elven gold armor and elven weapons. Elven Smithing also calls for the hardening of elven weapons and armor (including elven gold-plated armor and elven light armor) to be twice as effective. This perception applies to both unmeeked elven equipment and enchanted equipment
(common armor, universal weapons, or custom) until the admired Arcane grasshopper has been unlocked. Tempering several other items Elwen Smithing, namely: Dagger Borvira, Firiniel End, Courage Herebane, Fortress Herebane, and BowDG Auriel. Elven Armor is a mid-range armor with several options. Standard
elf elf better quality than leather, but lower quality than scaled. However, it is also the lightest set of armor in the game. It appears in the leveled lists, starting at Level 12 (enchanted varieties at level 13). The elven gold-plated armor is an improved version of the cuirass, which is also unlocked by Elven Smithing, but is
created using quicksilver instead of leather. Its armor rating is 6 points higher, making it better than scaled armor, but has the same weight as the standard. However, the complete set of elven armor, equipped with an elf gold-plated armor, has the same overall armor rating as the full set of scalable armor. It appears in
the leveled lists, starting at level 27 (enchanted varieties at level 28). Elven light armor is an option worn by Thalmor, which includes boots, kiras, mittens and a helmet, but without a shield. It cannot be created by a player and does not appear in the aligned lists. Despite its name, it does not weigh less than standard elf
armor, but has a lower overall quality (with the same armor rating as leather armor). All versions of the elven armor can be tempered with one exquisite moonstone, with the exception of the elven gilded armor, which is tempered with a single quicksilver ingot. Having Elven Smithing a head of quality doubles the
improvement of quality. Any combination of elven and elven light armor qualifies as a whipping set. However, the elven gilded armor does not correspond to any of the other parts. Thus, for the characters who unlocked the matching bonus set, the elf's gilded armor cuirass is effectively of lower quality than the elves
armor cuirass. This was recorded by the Official Skyrim Patch v1.9. Any combination of elven, elven light and gilded armor now benefits from the Appropriate Set perk. Man Nord Wearing Elf Armour Title (ID) Raw Delta Ratio Kwicksilver Moonstone Iron Leather Stripes Elven Armor (000896a3) 4 225 29 0 4 1 1 3 -3.3 -1
0.55 0.69 Elfen Gilded Armor (0001392a) 4 550 35 1 4 1 0 3 -2.3 174 1740.6 3 1.46 Elf boots (0001391a) 1 45 8 0 2 1 1 2 -4.2 -128 0.19 0.0.026 Elven Gauntlets (0001391c) 1 45 8 0 1 1 1 2 -3.2 -53 0.24 0.46 Elf Slam (0001391d) 1 110 13 0 2 1 1 1 -1 -4.1 -60 0.20 0.65 Elven Shield (0001391e) 4 115 21 0 4 1 0 2 -1.2 198 0.77 0.37 Totals (with shield, shield, not gilded): 11 540 79 0 13 5 4 10 -15.6 -540 0.41 0.5 Totals (no shield, not gilded): 7 425 58 0 9 4 4 8 -14.8 -342 0.32 0.55 Totals (shield with shield (with shield , gilded): 11 765 85 1 13 4 4 10 -14.6 -265 0.43 0.74 Totals (without shield, Gilded): 7 650 64 1 9 3 4 8 -13.8 -67 0.34
0.91 Female Imperial wearing elf armor Elwen Hunter armor option added Alternative Armor - Elven Create. It can be created after the once A HunterCC quest is completed. The set lacks a helmet and shield, although the usual parts can be used to get the appropriate set of head-to-head. The parts set stats are identical
to the usual parts, with the exception of each part having two two points in the booking rating. Since the gold-plated armor is still superior, it can be combined with hunter boots and mittens, and a conventional helmet and shield to get an overall armor rating of 89. This combination exceeds the quality of scalable armor
while remaining the lightest armor in the game. Самка Империал носить эльфийскую броню охотника Название (ID) Сырье Дельта Соотношение Лунный камень железные кожаные полосы 48px Элвен Хантер Доспех (FExxx801) 4 225 31 4 1 1 3 -3.3 -101 0,55 0,69 48px Элвен Хантер сапоги (FExxx800) 1 45
10 2 1 1 2 -4,2 -128 0,19 0,26 48px Элвен Хантер Gauntlets (FExxx802) 1 45 10 1 1 1 2 -3.2 -53 0.24 0.46 Итоги: 6 315 51 7 3 3 7 -10.7 -282 0.36 0.54 Итоги (с обычным шлемом и щитом ): 11 540 85 9 4 4 8 -15.6 -540 0.41 0.5 Мужчина Норд, одетый в эльфийку охотничью броню Эльфийского оружия,
является оружием среднего качества, которое лучше, чем оружие, связанное со средней тяжелой броней, (Гном и Окиш) , но не так хорошо like glass or black wood. They appear on aligned lists starting at Level 19 (enchanted varieties at level 20). All items except ammunition can be tempered with one
exquisite lunar stone, and the presence of an elven Smithing headstone doubles the quality improvement. Arrows can only be installed if Dawnguard is installed. Name (ID) Crit. Speed Reach Raw Materials Delta Ratio Moonstone Quicksilver Iron Strips Elven Dagger (0001399e) 4 95 8 4 1.3 0.7 1 1 1 1 0.9 -50 1.29 0.66
Elven Sword (000139a1) 13 235 11 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 9.9 90 4.19 1.62 Elven War Axe (0001399b) 15 280 12 6 0.9 1 1 1 1 2 11.8 132 4.69 1.89 Elven Mace (000139a0) 17 330 13 6 0.8 1 2 1 1 1 12.9 110 4.15 1.50 Elven Greatsword (0001399f) 20 470 20 10 0.7 1.3 2 1 2 3 14.7 237 3.77 2.02 Elven Battleaxe (0001399c) 24
520 21 10 0.7 1.3 2 1 2 2 18.8 290 4.62 2.26 Elven Warhammer (000139a2) 28 565 23 11 0.6 1.3 2 1 2 3 22.7 332 5.28 2.42 Elven Bow (0001399d) 12 470† 13 6 0.69 1 2 1 0 0 9 260 4.00 2.24 Elven Arrow (000139bd) 0 5 16 N/A 1 Moonstone + 1 Дрова No 24 Elven ArrowsDG -6 40 0.00 1.50 † Basic gold value used
for all common enchanted versions of the elven bow is 165 instead of 470. This means that enchanted weapons at 305 gold are cheaper than they should be, and in some cases cheaper than unedited onions. This bug is common to several types of bow in the game. This error has been corrected by version 1.3.1 of the
unofficial Skyrim patch. Notes edit Elf armor may be a better overall choice than light armor from higher quality materials: with a sufficient level of Smithing's skill and light armor and privileges, the elven armor can be improved far beyond the Cover 567 Armor, after which there is no advantage to upgrade to scaled, glass
or dragon armor. In fact, there would be a disadvantage due to the weight gain of these armor if you have perks denying the weight of worn armor. If you are carrying an elven sword, a sword, might ask: Why the elven blade, hmm? Nord steel is not good enough for you? Moonstone jewelry can be found in casual mining
(i.e. Copper and Moonstone Circlet and Silver and Moonstone Circlet), but can't be created by you. The moonstone (ore or bar) is one of the four items needed in the Forge of Atronach to create the headquarters of frosty Atronach. Moonstone ore can be sold in Perth to search for vein ore mine (all types) sometimes not
respawn normally. See Mining (Mistakes) and elsewhere on this article and its conversation page. Temper recipes are check needed - Where? for elven gold-plated boots, mittens, steering wheels and shield, meaning they may have been planned at some point during development. Errors (edit) Errors (edit)
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